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1 of 1 review helpful An awesome tome by some of the best writers you ve never heard of By Emory B Pueschel 
Bizarro is the genre of the weird Inside the Bizarro Starter Kit Orange you will find a large sampling of the most 
entertaining the strangest quite possibly the most unique stories to ever see print This book was my introduction to the 
genre and it should be yours as well Featuring work by Car There s a new genre rising from the underground Its name 
BIZARRO For years readers have been asking for a category of fiction dedicated to the weird crazy cult side of 
storytelling that has become a staple in the film industry with directors such as David Lynch Takashi Miike Tim 
Burton and Lloyd Kaufman but has been largely ignored in the literary world until now The Bizarro Starter Kit 
features short novels and story collections by ten of the leading From the Inside Flap The Bizarro literary movement is 
the ultimate in outsider lit 3AM Magazine The literary equivalent of a David Lynch or Tim Burton film These stories 
offer a glimpse into a rising genre that functions like the cult movie 
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